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The Most Important Events in 1999 and Future Continuation
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Abstract

In 1999, there were important things to ponder: (1) a much better general election, (2) disintegrative movements, (3) violent social conflicts, (4) demonstrations by nonstudents, (5) uncoverage of mega corruptions, (6) trials of human rights violators, (7) unveil of narcotic syndicates, (8) significant increase of brutal crimes, (9) increasing number of smuggling practices, (10) leadership crises in various levels, (11) General Session of the People Consultative Assembly, (12) disruptions of social system, (13) the loss of people belief, (14) political refugees, (15) unfree foreign policy, and (16) loss of credibility of the Indonesian army and police. From now on, Indonesia seems to face (1) the unbalanced tight competition, (2) intellectual property rights and patents, (3) certifications of personal human resources, (4) domination of information of 5-6 giants of information producers, (5) expensive of domestic products, (6) low education budget, (7) increase of unemployment because of the 20% society system, and (6) power of muscle colonized by the power of mind of western society. Indonesia should seriously be developed based on: Unitary, efforts to eliminate corruption, debt not burden people, election, civilisation, quality of demo, narcotic, professional army and police, refugee and demographic engineering, and autonomisation
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